Wallflower Tablet Cover
Skill level: Easy

Technique:

Sewing

Designed by:

Amy Friend

Brand:

Coats

Crafting time:

Evening

Protect your device with this charming tablet sleeve.
Wallflower prints are inspired by vintage typography, and
nostalgic wallpaper patterns.
Finished Size of Project: 11” x 81⁄4” (28cm x 21cm)

Fabric requirements:
Fabric from Wallflower by Tim Holtz for Coats
1
PWTH039.8MULT Worn Wallpaper 		
⁄3 yd (.30m)
1
PWTH035.8MULT Rose Parcel		
⁄3 yd (.30m)
PWTH028.8MULT Botanical
5”(12.7cm) square

Additional Requirements:
Dual Duty XP® all-purpose thread to coordinate with fabrics
Fusible Fleece 1⁄3 yard or one package
Hook & Loop fastener tape, 3” (7.6cm)
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Wallflower Tablet Cover
Cutting instructions:

Assembly:

PWTH039.8MULT Worn Wallpaper
Cut two lining pieces 11” x 81⁄4” (28cm x 21cm)
Cut one exterior band 5” x 81⁄4”(12.7cm x 21cm)

Note: All seams allowances are 1⁄4” (.64cm).
1. With right sides together, sew the exterior front to the
band to create the front of the tablet cover.
2. Following the manufacturer’s directions, fuse the
fusible fleece to the wrong side of the assembled
exterior front and the exterior back pieces.
3. Using coordinating all purpose thread in your machine,
and a stitch length of 3.0, top stitch ¼”(.64cm) above
and below the seam that joins the main exterior fabric
and the band on the front cover.
4. With right sides together, sew the exterior pieces
together on three sides, leaving the top open. Clip
corners and turn.
5. To assemble the flap, fuse the fusible fleece to the
wrong side of one piece of the flap fabric. Stitch a 3”
(7.6cm) section loop side of hook and loop fastener
tape a 1⁄2” (1.27cm) above the lower edge of the
underside of the flap, centered. With right sides
together, stitch around three sides of the flap, leaving
the top edge open. Clip the corners and turn. Top
stitch around the three edges.
6. Center flap on back side of cover and baste in place.
Slide the tablet into the cover to determine where the
hook side of the fastener tape should be placed and
stitch it in place.

PWTH035.8MULT Rose Parcel
Cut one exterior back 11” x 81⁄4” (28cm x 21cm)
Cut one exterior front** 61⁄2” x 81⁄4” (16.5cm x 21cm)
PWTH028.8MULT Botanical
Cut two flap pieces from 5” x 5” (12.7cmx12.7cm)
Fusible Fleece
Cut 2 pieces 11” x 81⁄4” (28cm x 21cm), cut one 5” x 5”
12.7cm x 12.7cm
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7. With right sides together, stitch the lining pieces
together on three sides, again leaving the top open.
This time, also leave an opening of about 4” (10.16cm)
along the bottom seam for turning. Clip corners.
8. Place lining inside the exterior cover with right sides
facing and stitch around the upper edge. Turn through
the opening in the lining. Slip stitch the opening
closed. Top stitch along the upper edge of the tablet
cover to keep the lining in place.
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Wallflower Tablet Cover
Fabric Key:
Fabric from Wallflower by Tim Holtz for Coats
PWTH039.8MULT Worn Wallpaper
PWTH035.8MULT Rose Parcel
PWTH028.8MULT Botanical

(PWTH039.8MULT)
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(PWTH035.8MULT)

(PWTH028.8MULT)
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